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Transcending the Climate Change Deception – Toward Real Sustainability

By Mark Keenan, January 19, 2023

As a former scientist at the UK government, Dept. of Energy and Climate Change, and at the
UN, I know that climate change is a political scam, and that the production of electric cars
causes a lot of ‘real’ pollution. Thousands of other diligent, honest scientists also know this. 

Four Studies Add to Evidence of Wireless Technology-Related Electromagnetic Radiation in
Humans

By Dr. Suzanne Burdick, January 19, 2023

New studies from Sweden, China, Australia and the U.K. shed light on human exposure to
electromagnetic radiation from wireless technologies, but the authors of one study alleged
industry tried to censor their research, and in another case, critics accused researchers of
having conflicts of interest with the telecom industry.

Fear Is Pfizer’s Financial Fertilizer

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, January 19, 2023

By now, you’ve probably heard there’s a new COVID variant making the rounds, and it’s said
to be “the most transmissible” variant to date. To hit the proper emotional note where
propaganda becomes effective, the new variant, XBB.1.5, was quickly dubbed the “Kraken,”
which is a moniker referring to a legendary sea beast that could not be defeated.

Officially Approved by the EU: Four Insects Hiding in Your Food
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By Free West Media, January 19, 2023

The most recent approval was on January 5: From now on, after mealworms, grasshoppers
and crickets, the grain mold beetle can also be used as an ingredient in foods such as bread,
soups, pasta, snacks, peanut butter and chocolate products.

George  Soros  Tied  to  at  Least  54  Influential  Media  Figures  Through  Groups  Funded  by
Liberal  Billionaire:  Study

By Brian Flood, January 19, 2023

Liberal billionaire George Soros is tied to some of the most influential media figures in the
United States and abroad through cash he provides to groups affiliated with them, according
to a new study conducted by MRC Business.

Netanyahu’s Claim of Jewish Exclusivity in Palestine Must be Challenged

By Iqbal Jassat, January 19, 2023

The  defiant  declaration  by  Benjamin  Netanyahu  that  he  is  going  to  press  ahead  and
complete Israel’s colonial project in Palestine must be challenged by the world. Regardless
of international law and conventions, his government is going to continue to defy them.

Video: End Governance by Secrecy. How to Take Down the Billionaires

By Emanuel Pastreich, January 19, 2023

The takeover of our society by the billionaires and their lackeys cannot be understood
unless we grasp how a veil of secrecy has been spread over most of the government and
over corporations for the last twenty years that makes it impossible for people to even
speak about the horrific crimes that are destroying our nation.

End of Juan Guaidó: US-appointed Venezuelan Coup Leader Ousted by Ex Allies

By Ben Norton, January 19, 2023

The US claimed unelected coup leader Juan Guaidó was “interim president” of Venezuela
from January 2019 to December 2022, when his former allies in the right-wing opposition
removed him from the position.  Washington however still  refuses to recognize elected
President Nicolás Maduro.
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“Sick and Tired” of Lies, Wars and Tyranny? And What’s the Way Out?

By Peter Koenig, January 19, 2023

Any reform of the corrupted and rotten system would undoubtedly again be carried out by
those  corrupted  cultists  that  have  rotten  humanity  and  our  values  in  the  first  place.  The
same that have fractured the world. They have the power to fake a reform of the People for
the People,  while  fracturing the world to bits  and pieces,  then pull  the broken pieces
together and reign over a new globalist world with a tyrannical fist.

Crocodiles Then and Now

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, January 19, 2023

Winston Churchill defined an appeaser as ‘one who feeds a crocodile, hoping it will eat him
last’. Let’s keep this in mind as the World Economic Forum meets in Davos. Because our real
pandemic is willful naiveté, and our greatest danger cowardice.
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